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June 5, 20201st Editorial Decision

June 5, 2020 

Re: Life Science Alliance manuscript  #LSA-2020-00757-T 

Dr Mario Looso 
Max-Planck-Inst itute for Heart  and Lung Research 
Dept.1 
Ludwigstraße 43 
Bad Nauheim, Hessen 61231 
Germany 

Dear Dr. Looso, 

Thank you for submit t ing your manuscript  ent it led "mult icrispr: fast  gRNA designer enables prime
edit ing and parallel target ing of thousands of targets" to Life Science Alliance. The manuscript  was
assessed by expert  reviewers, whose comments are appended to this let ter. 

The points raised by the reviewers should be addressed. A part icular focus should be to ensure the
usability of the package - thus I would see a publicat ion of the package in Bioconductor as a
prerequisite for publicat ion. This would address the issues raised by reviewer 2 regarding
installat ion and dependencies of the package. I agree that the website proposed by reviewer 2 will
be an addit ion, however I don't  see this as a requirement for acceptance since R/Bioconductor is a
well used tool even in experimental lab. It  may however increase the reach of the tool. 

To upload the revised version of your manuscript , please log in to your account:
ht tps://lsa.msubmit .net/cgi-bin/main.plex 
You will be guided to complete the submission of your revised manuscript  and to fill in all necessary
informat ion. Please get in touch in case you do not know or remember your login name. 

We would be happy to discuss the individual revision points further with you should this be helpful. 

While you are revising your manuscript , please also at tend to the below editorial points to help
expedite the publicat ion of your manuscript . Please direct  any editorial quest ions to the journal
office. 

The typical t imeframe for revisions is three months. Please note that papers are generally
considered through only one revision cycle, so strong support  from the referees on the revised
version is needed for acceptance. 

When submit t ing the revision, please include a let ter addressing the reviewers' comments point  by
point . 

We hope that the comments below will prove construct ive as your work progresses. 

Thank you for this interest ing contribut ion to Life Science Alliance. We are looking forward to
receiving your revised manuscript . 



Sincerely, 

Reilly Lorenz 
Editorial Office Life Science Alliance 
Meyerhofstr. 1 
69117 Heidelberg, Germany 
t  +49 6221 8891 414 
e contact@life-science-alliance.org 
www.life-science-alliance.org 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A. THESE ITEMS ARE REQUIRED FOR REVISIONS

-- A let ter addressing the reviewers' comments point  by point . 

-- An editable version of the final text  (.DOC or .DOCX) is needed for copyedit ing (no PDFs). 

-- High-resolut ion figure, supplementary figure and video files uploaded as individual files: See our
detailed guidelines for preparing your product ion-ready images, ht tp://www.life-science-
alliance.org/authors 

-- Summary blurb (enter in submission system): A short  text  summarizing in a single sentence the
study (max. 200 characters including spaces). This text  is used in conjunct ion with the t it les of
papers, hence should be informat ive and complementary to the t it le and running t it le. It  should
describe the context  and significance of the findings for a general readership; it  should be writ ten in
the present tense and refer to the work in the third person. Author names should not be ment ioned.

B. MANUSCRIPT ORGANIZATION AND FORMATTING:

Full guidelines are available on our Instruct ions for Authors page, ht tp://www.life-science-
alliance.org/authors 

We encourage our authors to provide original source data, part icularly uncropped/-processed
electrophoret ic blots and spreadsheets for the main figures of the manuscript . If you would like to
add source data, we would welcome one PDF/Excel-file per figure for this informat ion. These files
will be linked online as supplementary "Source Data" files. 

***IMPORTANT: It  is Life Science Alliance policy that if requested, original data images must be
made available. Failure to provide original images upon request will result  in unavoidable delays in
publicat ion. Please ensure that you have access to all original microscopy and blot  data images
before submit t ing your revision.*** 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Reviewer #1 (Comments to the Authors (Required)): 

In this paper, the Authors introduce the mult icrispr package. As they point  out, over 100
computat ional tools for various aspects of CRISPR/Cas experiments already exist , and single out 6
perhaps most used ones, but argue that the latest  developments are often not yet  reflected in



their capabilit ies. The core contribut ions are to 1) put forth a usable software tool 2) support
designs for the recent ly proposed prime edit ing approach 3) introduce generic genome arithmet ics
as a way to operate on sequences.  

In general, the paper is pleasant ly writ ten, the figures are clean and informat ive, and the software
works as advert ised. Whether it  is taken up by the field, and thus has lots of impact, remains to be
seen, but there are few grounds to reject  a useful tool in general. The main value to this reviewer is
in the usability, with a nifty feature of excluding off-targets in specific target sets. The speed and
genome arithmet ics are nice to have, but are not really a major hurdle in pract ice. I only have minor
comments. 

- crispr or Crispr => CRISPR
- S. pyogenes italicized
- Figure 2E x-axis labels not clear (what are the two numbers - only one described in capt ion?).

Reviewer #2 (Comments to the Authors (Required)): 

Bhagwat et  al have designed a novel R package for guide RNA design in experiments using the
CRISPR/Cas9 system. 
As stated in the introduct ion, there are already many tools available for guide RNA select ion and
the authors have sought to include two original features. 

1) Rather than start ing from a sequence provided by the user, the tool takes genomic posit ions as
input and automat ically retrieves flanking genomic sequence to look for guide RNAs that are
suitably posit ioned for the applicat ion of interest . Several rules defining the sequence to be
screened are already provided but it  is also possible to design your own.

2) When designing large sets of guide RNAs, guide RNAs that have off-targets with two or less
mismatches are normally excluded to prevent unwanted target ing. However, in specific applicat ions,
off-target sequences may also be targets of interest  and the tool is designed to keep the
corresponding guides in such cases.

Features 1 and 2 are straightforward to implement when using exist ing software for guide RNA
design. Nevertheless, they are interest ing features and mult icrispr would be a nice addit ion to
exist ing software if it  was made easier to use (reducing dependencies for local installat ion or
making it  available through a dedicated website). 

Major issues 
1. A website version of the software would be a useful addit ion. This would make the tool
accessible to many more users.
2. I asked for help from a colleague who is a computer scient ist  with expert ise in bioinformat ics and
guide RNA design. Despite t rying several different ways (see below), he was not able to install the
software and check its basic funct ions.
3. The authors show that their tool is faster than other commonly used tools but it  is not clear why.
For instance, mult icrispr is found to be much faster than CHOPCHOP but, in fact , both use the
same bowtie algorithm to look for off-targets and would therefore not be expected to be so
different.
4. At least , one guide RNA design tool, Flashfry, has been opt imized for runt ime. It  would be useful
to include it  in the benchmarking.



5. In order to be useful for design of guide RNAs for prime edit ing, the software should also check for
the presence of suitable PE3 guide RNAs needed to introduce a nick on the opposite strand. The
software should also include automat ic design of pegRNAs (including PBS and RT template
matching user defined inputs) in order to be useful. This is essent ial for large scale design of
pegRNAs.

Minor comments 
1. An important issue with off-target analysis is precision. Many tools, in part icular tools using
bowtie, miss off-targets when scanning the target genome. Some analysis should be done to
examine how mult icrispr performs with respect to this basic feature of guide RNA design software.
2. Throughout the manuscript , correct  « Crispr/Cas9" to "CRISPR/Cas9"
3. Even though they are called guide RNAs, guide RNAs do not actually "guide" Cas9 to the target
sequence. In short , Cas9 screens the genome for PAM motifs and unwinds upstream DNA. If the
spacer can anneal to the upstream sequence, DNA cleavage takes place.

Page 1 Abstract : "and filters gRNAs on both efficiency and specificity, ». Correct  to and "filters
gRNAs on both efficiency and specificity predict ions ». 
Page 1 Abstract : "render mult icrispr the tool of choice". Change to "render mult icrispr a tool of
choice" 
Page 1 Correct  to "Crispr loci, first  reported in 1987" 
Page 1 Correct  to "When followed by an NGG protospacer adjacent mot if (PAM), a genomic
sequence ident ical to the spacer is cleaved by the Cas9 nuclease" or When Cas9 binds a NGG
motif, DNA will be cleaved if the sequence immediately upstream is ident ical to the spacer
sequence" 
Page 1 Change to "extended guide RNA consist ing of a spacer, the scaffold, a primer binding site,
and a reverse transcript ion template." 
Page 1 Correct  "While the spacer cont inues to guide the complex to cut  a specific genomic 
locus, » 

Error messages 
Using RStudio from lab server or after download onto laptop both failed: 
Error: Failed to install 'unknown package' from Git : 
(converted from warning) dependency 'lat t iceExtra' is not available 
Error: Failed to install 'unknown package' from Git : 
there is no package called 'BiocManager' 
And finally after forcing BiocManager install : 
g++: error: unrecognized command line opt ion '-fno-plt ' 
g++: error: unrecognized command line opt ion '-fno-plt ' 
make: *** [Makefile:232: bowtie-build-s] Error 1 
ERROR: compilat ion failed for package 'Rbowtie' 
* removing '/cluster/home/max/miniconda3/envs/r-env/lib/R/library/Rbowtie'
Error: Failed to install 'unknown package' from Git :
(converted from warning) installat ion of package 'Rbowtie' had non-zero exit  status



1st Authors' Response to Reviewers              August 17, 2020 

Reviewer #1 

1. In this paper, the Authors introduce the multicrispr package. As they
point out, over 100 computational tools for various aspects of
CRISPR/Cas experiments already exist, and single out 6 perhaps most
used ones, but argue that the latest developments are often not yet
reflected in their capabilities. The core contributions are to 1) put forth a
usable software tool 2) support designs for the recently proposed prime
editing approach 3) introduce generic genome arithmetics as a way to
operate on sequences. In general, the paper is pleasantly written, the
figures are clean and informative, and the software works as advertised.
Whether it is taken up by the field, and thus has lots of impact, remains
to be seen, but there are few grounds to reject a useful tool in general.
The main value to this reviewer is in the usability, with a nifty feature of
excluding off-targets in specific target sets. The speed and genome
arithmetics are nice to have, but are not really a major hurdle in practice.

We thank the reviewer for this positive feedback regarding our tool. 

2. I only have minor comments.

- crispr or Crispr => CRISPR

- S. pyogenes italicized

- Figure 2E x-axis labels not clear (what are the two numbers - only one
described in caption?).

We apologize for the inconsistency in using different versions of writing CRISPR and 
changed it accordingly. We changed Fig2E in order to improve clarity. Now it is given 
as: “... (E) Runtime comparison of gRNA design tools: the X-axis depicts increasing 
number of input sequences and total bases respectively, while the Y-axis shows the 
total time needed by individual tools to design respective gRNAs on a log10 scale in 
seconds. …” 

Reviewer #2 

Bhagwat et al have designed a novel R package for guide RNA design in 
experiments using the CRISPR/Cas9 system. As stated in the introduction, 
there are already many tools available for guide RNA selection and the authors 
have sought to include two original features. 1) Rather than starting from a 
sequence provided by the user, the tool takes genomic positions as input and 
automatically retrieves flanking genomic sequence to look for guide RNAs that 
are suitably positioned for the application of interest. Several rules defining the 
sequence to be screened are already provided but it is also possible to design 
your own. When designing large sets of guide RNAs, guide RNAs that have off-
targets with two or less mismatches are normally excluded to prevent 
unwanted targeting. However, in specific applications, off-target sequences 
may also be targets of interest and the tool is designed to keep the 
corresponding guides in such cases. Features 1 and 2 are straightforward to 



implement when using existing software for guide RNA design. Nevertheless, 
they are interesting features and multicrispr would be a nice addition to 
existing software if it was made easier to use (reducing dependencies for local 
installation or making it available through a dedicated website). 

We thank the reviewer for this positive assessment of our work. 

1. A website version of the software would be a useful addition. This would
make the tool accessible to many more users.

We appreciate the concerns of the reviewer regarding the accessibility of multicrispr 
and the idea of a web version of the tool. However, multicrispr is intended as a 
generic and flexible tool with a plethora of options and parameters, and designed to 
be used from within other chunks of code. These features make it rather hard to 
design an intuitive and user friendly web frontend. A more focused approach on a 
subset of multicrispr functionality might be more expedient, as we are planning to 
design  and establish a website to search for paired gRNAs for CRISPR based 
excision applications.  However, this project is ongoing and beyond the scope of this 
manuscript, where we want to introduce multicrispr to the community as a generic 
tool, able to cope with a multitude of gRNA design tasks.  

2. I asked for help from a colleague who is a computer scientist with expertise
in bioinformatics and guide RNA design. Despite trying several different ways
(see below), he was not able to install the software and check its basic
functions.

We apologize for any inconvenience when installing our R package. Meanwhile, the 
multicrispr package was accepted at Bioconductor, providing a simplified installation 
routine, given as: 

install.packages("BiocManager")       # Install BiocManager 
BiocManager::install(version='devel') # Install development version of Bioconductor 
BiocManager::install("multicrispr")   # Install multicrispr 

3. The authors show that their tool is faster than other commonly used tools
but it is not clear why. For instance, multicrispr is found to be much faster than
CHOPCHOP but, in fact, both use the same bowtie algorithm to look for off-
targets and would therefore not be expected to be so different.

We performed comparative benchmarking with all other tools in the same hardware 
environment, involving spacer identification and on-target scoring, as well as off-
target scoring in order to mimic a complete workflow of gRNA design prior candidate 
filtering. All runs were performed multiple times in order to correct for technical 
variance. Therefore, the time ranges reported constitute a mean “complete workflow” 
time for the individual datasets of different sizes tested. The performance difference 
between e.g. CRISPRseek and multicrispr can be mainly attributed to the off-target 
analysis method used (Aho-Corasick algorithm versus Bowtie1). CHOPCHOP, also 
using Bowtie1, is different to multicrispr in the way how Bowtie1 is utilized. Within 



multicrispr, we perform just a single Bowtie1 run and later aggregate the results per 
hit, while CHOPCHOP involves multiple runs. We now detailed this information within 
the manuscript in the Benchmarking and feature comparison section.  

4. At least, one guide RNA design tool, Flashfry, has been optimized for
runtime. It would be useful to include it in the benchmarking.

According to the reviewer’s request, we performed an additional comparison of 
Flashfry and multicrispr and added the results to the manuscript, outlined in Supp 
Fig. 1 and the benchmark section. We want to point out that we had not included 
Flashfry originally in the comparison because we had focused on tools that provide 
Doench2016 on-target scoring, which is the current standard. Flashfry instead uses 
the outdated Doench2014 method for on-target scoring. Multicrispr supports the 
switch to Doench2014. For the comparison, we utilized a large chr1 subset. Flashfry 
has also been included into the feature table 2 and in the overview Figure 1C. As 
illustrated in the new supp figure, we conclude the performance of flashfry to be 
comparable to multicrispr. 

5. In order to be useful for design of guide RNAs for prime editing, the software
should also check for the presence of suitable PE3 guide RNAs needed to
introduce a nick on the opposite strand. The software should also include
automatic design of pegRNAs (including PBS and RT template matching user
defined inputs) in order to be useful. This is essential for large scale design of
pegRNAs.

We agree with the reviewer on the importance of PE3 guides and implemented this 
functionality, now available in the latest version of our bioconductor package. It now 
contains full support for both PE2 and PE3 systems. It returns prime editing spacers, 
3’ extensions (with RT template, which contains the desired edits, as well as primer 
binding site), and nicking spacers, the three components that require cloning into a 
gRNA plasmid. Fig1 has been updated to illustrate the nicking spacer, 40-90 NT 
downstream of the prime editing cut site, and on the opposite strand. Fig 3 has also 
been updated: it now includes nicking spacers in the graphical output as well as the 
returned GRanges. 

6. An important issue with off-target analysis is precision. Many tools, in
particular tools using bowtie, miss off-targets when scanning the target
genome. Some analysis should be done to examine how multicrispr performs
with respect to this basic feature of guide RNA design software.

We agree that successful off-target analysis requires high precision. To better 
understand the precision of Bowtie1, we compared Bowtie’s off-target analysis 
results with those obtained by the Aho-Corasick string matching algorithm, which 
guarantees precision through exact string matching, and added the results to the 
benchmark section. Aho-Corasick is much slower (hours versus seconds). By 
Performing off-target analysis for the four main Prime Editing targets of Anzalone et 
al. (2019), added to the manuscript as new table 1, we found Bowtie to achieve 
perfect precision when it comes to exact-match and single-mismatch off-targets. Yet, 
for double mismatches some off-targets are missed, and for triple mismatches a 
larger number of off-targets are missed. Following these results, we conclude to use 
Bowtie1 for large- and medium-scale applications, and if run-time is not an issue, the 
Aho-Corasick algorithm. To allow for this, the multicrispr now contains an additional 



argument offtargetmethod, which allows switching between the two methods bowtie 
or Aho-Corasick. 

7. Throughout the manuscript, correct « Crispr/Cas9" to "CRISPR/Cas9"

We apologize for the inconsistency and changed the writing of CRISPR accordingly. 

8. Even though they are called guide RNAs, guide RNAs do not actually "guide"
Cas9 to the target sequence. In short, Cas9 screens the genome for PAM
motifs and unwinds upstream DNA. If the spacer can anneal to the upstream
sequence, DNA cleavage takes place. Page 1 Abstract: "and filters gRNAs on
both efficiency and specificity, ». Correct to and "filters gRNAs on both
efficiency and specificity predictions ».

Changed as suggested by the reviewer. 

Page 1 Abstract: "render multicrispr the tool of choice". Change to "render 
multicrispr a tool of choice" 

Changed as suggested by the reviewer. 

Page 1 Correct to "Crispr loci, first reported in 1987" 

Changed as suggested by the reviewer. 

Page 1 Correct to "When followed by an NGG protospacer adjacent motif 
(PAM), a genomic sequence identical to the spacer is cleaved by the Cas9 
nuclease" or When Cas9 binds a NGG motif, DNA will be cleaved if the 
sequence immediately upstream is identical to the spacer sequence" 

Changed as suggested by the reviewer. 

Page 1 Change to "extended guide RNA consisting of a spacer, the scaffold, a 
primer binding site, and a reverse transcription template." 

Changed as suggested by the reviewer. 

Page 1 Correct "While the spacer continues to guide the complex to cut a 
specific genomic 

locus, » 

Changed as suggested by the reviewer. 



9. Error messages

Using RStudio from lab server or after download onto laptop both failed: 

Error: Failed to install 'unknown package' from Git: 

(converted from warning) dependency 'latticeExtra' is not available 

Error: Failed to install 'unknown package' from Git: 

there is no package called 'BiocManager' 

And finally after forcing BiocManager install : 

g++: error: unrecognized command line option '-fno-plt' 

g++: error: unrecognized command line option '-fno-plt' 

make: *** [Makefile:232: bowtie-build-s] Error 1 

ERROR: compilation failed for package 'Rbowtie' 

* removing '/cluster/home/max/miniconda3/envs/r-env/lib/R/library/Rbowtie'

Error: Failed to install 'unknown package' from Git: 

(converted from warning) installation of package 'Rbowtie' had non-zero exit 
status 

We apologize for the insufficient installation instructions. We assume our new 
instructions given above will work for you. Otherwise, please let us know by opening 
an issue on the GitHub page (https://github.com/loosolab/multicrispr). These types of 
errors could indicate an outdated software environment (Linux distribution version, R 
version etc. or other problems with packages in the dependency list that have some 
restrictions regarding the environment), but it might take some back-and-forth to be 
solved. 

https://github.com/loosolab/multicrispr


August 21, 20201st Revision - Editorial Decision

August 21, 2020 

RE: Life Science Alliance Manuscript  #LSA-2020-00757-TR 

Dr. Mario Looso 
Max-Planck-Inst itute for Heart  and Lung Research 
Dept.1 
Ludwigstraße 43 
Bad Nauheim, Hessen 61231 
Germany 

Dear Dr. Looso, 

Thank you for submit t ing your revised manuscript  ent it led "mult icrispr: fast  gRNA designer enables
prime edit ing and parallel target ing of thousands of targets". We would be happy to publish your
paper in Life Science Alliance pending final revisions necessary to meet our formatt ing guidelines. 

Along with the points listed below, please also address the following in the revision, 

-- Need main art icle as .doc 
-- Each table (Table 1, 2, S1) should be at tached as a separate editable file 

If you are planning a press release on your work, please inform us immediately to allow informing our
product ion team and scheduling a release date. 

To upload the final version of your manuscript , please log in to your account:
ht tps://lsa.msubmit .net/cgi-bin/main.plex 
You will be guided to complete the submission of your revised manuscript  and to fill in all necessary
informat ion. Please get in touch in case you do not know or remember your login name. 

To avoid unnecessary delays in the acceptance and publicat ion of your paper, please read the
following informat ion carefully. 

A. FINAL FILES:

These items are required for acceptance. 

-- An editable version of the final text  (.DOC or .DOCX) is needed for copyedit ing (no PDFs). 

-- High-resolut ion figure, supplementary figure and video files uploaded as individual files: See our
detailed guidelines for preparing your product ion-ready images, ht tp://www.life-science-
alliance.org/authors 

-- Summary blurb (enter in submission system): A short  text  summarizing in a single sentence the
study (max. 200 characters including spaces). This text  is used in conjunct ion with the t it les of
papers, hence should be informat ive and complementary to the t it le. It  should describe the context
and significance of the findings for a general readership; it  should be writ ten in the present tense



and refer to the work in the third person. Author names should not be ment ioned. 

B. MANUSCRIPT ORGANIZATION AND FORMATTING:

Full guidelines are available on our Instruct ions for Authors page, ht tp://www.life-science-
alliance.org/authors 

We encourage our authors to provide original source data, part icularly uncropped/-processed
electrophoret ic blots and spreadsheets for the main figures of the manuscript . If you would like to
add source data, we would welcome one PDF/Excel-file per figure for this informat ion. These files
will be linked online as supplementary "Source Data" files. 

**Submission of a paper that does not conform to Life Science Alliance guidelines will delay the
acceptance of your manuscript .** 

**It  is Life Science Alliance policy that if requested, original data images must be made available to
the editors. Failure to provide original images upon request will result  in unavoidable delays in
publicat ion. Please ensure that you have access to all original data images prior to final
submission.** 

**The license to publish form must be signed before your manuscript  can be sent to product ion. A
link to the electronic license to publish form will be sent to the corresponding author only. Please
take a moment to check your funder requirements.** 

**Reviews, decision let ters, and point-by-point  responses associated with peer-review at  Life
Science Alliance will be published online, alongside the manuscript . If you do want to opt out of
having the reviewer reports and your point-by-point  responses displayed, please let  us know
immediately.** 

Thank you for your at tent ion to these final processing requirements. Please revise and format the
manuscript  and upload materials within 7 days. 

Thank you for this interest ing contribut ion, we look forward to publishing your paper in Life Science
Alliance. 

Sincerely, 

Shachi Bhatt , Ph.D 
Execut ive Editor 
Life Science Alliance 
www.life-science-alliance.org 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 



August 31, 20202nd Revision - Editorial Decision

August 31, 2020 

RE: Life Science Alliance Manuscript  #LSA-2020-00757-TRR 

Dr. Mario Looso 
Max-Planck-Inst itute for Heart  and Lung Research 
Dept.1 
Ludwigstraße 43 
Bad Nauheim, Hessen 61231 
Germany 

Dear Dr. Looso, 

Thank you for submit t ing your Research Art icle ent it led "mult icrispr: fast  gRNA designer enables
prime edit ing and parallel target ing of thousands of targets". It  is a pleasure to let  you know that
your manuscript  is now accepted for publicat ion in Life Science Alliance. 

The final published version of your manuscript  will be deposited by us to PubMed Central upon
online publicat ion. 

Your manuscript  will now progress through copyedit ing and proofing. It  is journal policy that authors
provide original data upon request. 

Reviews, decision let ters, and point-by-point  responses associated with peer-review at  Life Science
Alliance will be published online, alongside the manuscript . If you do want to opt out of having the
reviewer reports and your point-by-point  responses displayed, please let  us know immediately. 

***IMPORTANT: If you will be unreachable at  any t ime, please provide us with the email address of
an alternate author. Failure to respond to rout ine queries may lead to unavoidable delays in
publicat ion.*** 

Scheduling details will be available from our product ion department. You will receive proofs short ly
before the publicat ion date. Only essent ial correct ions can be made at  the proof stage so if there
are any minor final changes you wish to make to the manuscript , please let  the journal office know
now. 

DISTRIBUTION OF MATERIALS: 
Authors are required to distribute freely any materials used in experiments published in Life Science
Alliance. Authors are encouraged to deposit  materials used in their studies to the appropriate
repositories for distribut ion to researchers. 

You can contact  the journal office with any quest ions, contact@life-science-alliance.org 

Congratulat ions on a very nice paper. I hope you found the review process to be construct ive and
are pleased with how the manuscript  was handled editorially. We look forward to future excit ing
submissions from your lab. 



Sincerely, 

Shachi Bhatt , Ph.D., 
Execut ive Editor 
Life Science Alliance 

e contact@life-science-alliance.org 
www.life-science-alliance.org 
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